THE  LOVFUEST THING  ON  EARTH	goi
Frederic Harrison, philosopher and dear friend, who
loved the drama and was always kind to me, sent me a
line
"24th January,   1912
"I am up in town for a day or two to marry my
nephew, yesterday saw 'The Miracle* and of course
'GEdipus * I am coming this afternoon at 3 p m
and took a scat in grand circle as being better to view
entire effect than in stalls I know the play of old
and have my Murray with me I hope to survive
"May I come round and see you after the close of
tragedy and hope if you will see me that you will
still be wearing the wonderful prehistoric costume
"Yours very truly,
"Frederic Harrison"
Actresses and actors learn much philosophy in their
calling but rarely meet philosophers and so we received
him in full costume, and I found something very lovely
in the enthusiasm of a man so very old
When "OBdipus Rex" came to an end, I went back to
the Kingsway to take up my part of Margaret Knox
in "Fanny's First Play"   From tragedy to comedy
from Opera House to the Kmgsway    I took Jocasta
with me    To fill the vast auditorium of the Opera
House, and to play the tragic part of Jocasta, I had used
deep, vibrating notes    When I went on the Kingsway
stage, habit was too strong for art My voice boomed out
when it should have babbled, and the audience found
the unrehearsed effect so comic that they broke into
applause, but it was no good, I myself had burst out
laughing and after that could only babble my next
lines    Again the unrehearsed contrast delighted the
audience, again they laughed and applauded    By this
time,  with  comedy holding my hand, I was ready
enough to take what the gods, or for that matter the stalls,
gave me   I had learned to pick up experience wherever it
was to be found, and so for the rest of the play I let

